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Ion long enjoyed the rather doubtful distinction among those with a less than everyday acquaintance
with Greek tragedy as ‘the play whose first line breaches Porson’s Bridge’.
ÖAtlaw ı xalk°oisi n≈toiw oÈranÚn
ye«n palaiÚn o‰kon §ktr¤bvn ye«n
miçw ¶fuse Ma›an, ∂ ÉmÉ §ge¤nato
ÑErm∞n meg¤stƒ Zhn¤, daimÒnvn lãtrin.
From the first promulgation of that metrical law, attempts have been made either to emend away, or to
explain, the irregularity, and to these I return. My main purpose in this paper, however, is to re-examine
the evidence that has ben brought to bear more recently on the problem, in the form of Pap. Herc. 1088
2 a l. 21 f.
From the initial publication of this papyrus2 it has been known that in the course of Philodemus’
great list of poets and references which occupies the second part of de pietate as we have it and in which
he strives to confute his opponents, Stoic and other, with their own tools of poetic exegesis3 , at least a
partial quotation of Ion l. 1 occurs.
The original was lost among many others4 , presumably in the process of restoration, at some point
in the first half of the last century, and we are obliged to rely upon one Neapolitan disegno, a
reproduction of which will be found at the end of this article.
Here is a conservative restoration:
1088 2 a 18 f.

Ka‹
ı ÖAtlaw] tÚn [ ` ` ` ` ` ` ]
[ ` ` ` ` oÈra]nÚ[n §re[¤¤dei: ka‹] EÈrip¤dhw
alk°oi` s [iin
[ ` ` ` ` x ]a
[ ` ` ` ` ` ` ] n≈toiw o[ ` ]
[ ` ` ` ` ` ` `] ÖIvni pepo¤[hken

18 fin. kv cod., corr. Schober 19 ı ÖAtlaw] Schober, qui sic pergit tÚn [gigan|te›on oÈr]a`nÚ[n 20-21 [f°|rei: ka‹]
Schober (ka‹ iam Gomperz): §re|¤dei: ka‹] Irvine; sic Aeschyli de Prometheo vincto fabulam hoc loco citare, at perperam,
Philodemum ex ll. 10 f. et 433 3 19 f. haud improbabile videtur. versus hi sunt: §pe¤ me ka‹ kasignÆtou tÊxai | te¤rousÉ
ÖAtlantow, ˘w prÚw •sp°rouw tÒpouw | ßsthke k¤onÉ oÈranoË te ka‹ xyonÚw | moiw §re¤dvn, êxyow oÈk eÈãgkalon (ll.
347 f.) 22 o` non [o] e vestiglis codicis poni potest. is compendiose scriptum in k male vertit indagator primus Neapolitanus.

1 I should like to express much gratitude to Dr. Dirk Obbink for his generous encouragement and helpful advice in

writing this paper, and to Dr. James Diggle for comments on an earlier attempt on the problem.
2 First edited (in whatever sense) by Th. Gomperz, Philodem über Frömmigkeit (Herkulanische Studien II (Leipzig
1866), see 36-47) from the initial publication in Herc. vol. quae supersunt coll. altera II (1863). The text established by A.
Schober (Philodemi de pietate pars prior, diss. ined. Regiomontani 1923) has been published with preface by M. Gigante
(Cron.Erc. XVIII (1988), 65 f.) and will be superseded by the second part of Dirk Obbink’s ed. maior (Oxford, 1996).
3 See most recently Dirk Obbink, ‘How to Read Poetry about Gods’, in Philodemus and Poetry ed. Dirk Obbink
(Oxford 1995), 189 f., with earlier bibliography, esp. nn. 23, 44. On the general arrangement of the treatise, see (pro
tempore) Schober op. cit. p. 69.
4 See e.g. A. Henrichs, ‘Towards a New Edition of Philodemus’ Treatise On Piety’, GRBS XIII (1972), 67 f.
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In 22 f. the allusion is to the first line of Ion and of it we have the two words xalk°oisin and n≈toiw.
Prima facie there is.no reason to assume that we have any more. Philodemus’ concern in de pietate is
not with the wording of the poets to whom he refers but in the shortcomings of their subject matter. For
an Epicurean, nobody could seriously believe in divine personages who, like Atlas, undergo experiences
of this nature. Throughout the work, his practice is to cite the poets’ exact words only when they fit in
with the syntax of his own sentence; thus a whole quotation is a rarity, and when the ipsissima verba do
appear, they are quite likely to be in a different order from the original. The following is his professed
code of practice, which does not inspire confidence:
§ntugxã|nv] d¢ ka‹ to›w ékrei|b°si]n §m pant‹ mh|d¢n] sukofante›n §|å]n` eÏrv[si]n
§nhl<l>a[gm]°non ˆnoma. diå | går] tÚ pl[∞]yo`w §k`[dÒ]|sev[n, mçl]lon dÉ eﬁk`[Ò]|tvw diå tÚ speÊde`[in
| mÉ ·n]a pou m`Ø fan« [tÚn | pol`Án` prosedreË|sai] toioÊtoiw xrÒnon | oÈk] ép≈moton ˘ l°|g]v
gegon°nai: 5
(247 7 16-29. The text is that of Dirk Obbink (2497-2509), who offers numerous improvements on
Schober).
Paraphrase is the general practice: The famous Aeschylus fr. 70 Radt appears in this condition:
AﬁsxÊlow] dÉ §n ÑHliã-|sin tÚn D¤a ka‹ aﬁy°-|ra l°gei] ka‹ g∞n ka‹ |oÈranÚ]n ka‹ tå pãn-|ta ka‹
Í]p¢r tå pãn-| ta
] (248 1 5 f.). The two sources that quote the fragment literally do so, of course, as
ZeÊw §stin aﬁyÆr, ZeÁw d¢ g∞, ZeÁw dÉ oÈranÒw | ZeÊw toi tå pãnta x≈ ti t«ndÉ Íp°rteron. Here is an
example where the original words are rearranged to suit the sentence in which they belong:
petÒw te | KrÒnow t[ee ¥menoi
ÜOmhrow | d° fhsi n ]ee¤ata pe¤ra- |tta ga¤hw ] ka‹ pÒntoi-|oo e‰nai ·nÉ ÉIã]p
oÎ-|tt É a È g ª w Ñ U ]p
pere¤onow | ÑHel¤oio] t ° r p o n t É o Î - |ttÉén°moi]s
s ¤ , b a y Á w d ° | te Tãrt]a
arow émf¤w |
pa ZeÁw ga¤ |h
hw n°rye] kaye›se ka‹ | étrug°t]ooio yalãs-|s
shw. ] (248
§ntaËya] ˜pou KrÒ-|nnon eÈrÊo]p
7 1 f.)
Two Homeric citations are combined for this seemingly unified account, in the first of which (8 478
f.) the construction is changed (·khai governs pe¤rata and is omitted); in the second (XIV 203 f.) ˜pou
is substituted for ˜te te.
Accordingly, the majority of editors have adopted the minimalist conclusion with which I began.
alk°[oo]iiw | [toËton] n≈toiw ¶-|[xontÉ §n]. Wilamowitz in his
Schober restored ka‹] EÈrip¤dhw | m¢n §n x]a
1926 edition of Ion was no more optimistic, though his dealings with the papyrus were nothing short of
Draconian: ka‹] EÈrip¤dhw | [aÈtÚn] xalk°oiw [§k-|tr¤bein] n≈toiw o[È|ranÚn] §n. In this he is
followed by A. S. Owen (Clarendon edition, 1939) and by Biehl (Teubner, 1979). Philippson 6 was more
alk°[oo]iiw [ÖA|tlanta] n≈toiw o[È
È |r
ranÒn].
optimistic, reading: [¶xonta x]a
The matter was re-opened by D. L. Page7 . He argues from the presence of a literal quotation from
Hesiod in the vicinity (l. 28 f. = Hes. Theog. 517-9) that we may well have a similar case here (‘what
intervenes between xalk°oiw and n≈toiw is as likely as not to be a direct quotation, and we have two
words of Euripides’). That can hardly be considered an argument in itself, and in the sequel to the
Euripides reference Simonides can only be said to be referred to. However he objected to the size and
position of earlier restorations at line-beginnings (especially -tr¤bein and -ranÚn), pointing out that
approximately eight letters intervene between xalk°[o]is[ and n≈toiw and suggested that the literal
alk°[oo]iis [iin oÈ|r
ranÚn] n≈toiw [ÖÖAt|l
law §n] ÖIvni ktl.
citation went as follows: ı x]a

5 This is of course the exact reverse of his practice in P.Herc. 1676 where he maintains that the alteration in order
(metãyesiw) of the single words of a poet affects the entire composition as an entity (e. g. cols. xvii 2-xviii 5). Cf. David
Armstrong, ‘The Impossibility of Metathesis’, in Dirk Obbink op. cit. n. 3, p. 210 f., esp. 221 f. It is for precisely this reason
that I interpret §nhllagm°non ˆnoma in this citation to refer to the disposition of individual words (the less probable
alternative is that he is speaking of attributions to different authors).
6 Hermes LV (1920), 245.
7 PCPS VII (1961), 69.
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To this W. Luppe, in the most recent treatment of the problem8 , makes some cogent objections.
Page entirely ignores (indeed, denies) the unmistakable final omicron of l. 23, nor, as Luppe says, are
alpha and omicron possible alternatives in this script. This from all points of view annuls his suggestion.
Luppe proceeds to the further point that such a restoration is syntactically incomplete. This is no less
significant; the version of the line suggested by Page would aid Philodemus’ case here little and he
seems not to have asked himself what point Philodemus is making via these citations. However, in a
modified form, a similar point may be made against Luppe.
Luppe is no less confident than Page that a iambic line lurks here, but prefers Schober’s idea that the
last letter of 23 is indeed the verb. This will inevitably entail rearrangement of the syntax of the
following lines, and he is not slow to do so, impugning l. 2 with the irregular meaning he considers
§ktr¤bvn to have forced upon it, l. 3 with the construction of the genitive with ¶fuse, and l. 2 with a
more complicated consideration, which I had better quote: ‘Daß ye«n miçw – der von miçw abhängige
Genitiv ye«n – über das Versende hinweg miteinander zu verbinden wäre, ist zumindest ungewöhnlich,
zumal ye«n im Vers allein stünde, syntaktisch vom Vorausgehenden getrennt. (Die Hauptzäsur des
Verses wäre dann vor dem letzen Iambus.)’.
He proposes to restore Ù]x«n in l. 23 of the papyrus9, and accomodates his remaining objections as
follows:
ı xalk°oisin oÈranÚn n≈toiw Ùx«n
ye«n palaiÚn o‰kon, §k ye«n miçw
tr¤bvnÉ ¶fuse Ma›an, .........
The name Atlas will have intruded itself as a gloss when the allusion in the first line was deemed
obscure. Ùx«n accordingly was displaced, and at some point, when a verb was sought, tr¤bvnÉ was
misunderstood as the active participle from tr¤bv. Considered as such, the preposition governing the
previous three words no longer made sense, so §k was joined to the supposed tr¤bvn and thus the
arrangement we find in L came into being, all this leaving the metre unimpaired.
As this paper is primarily concerned with assessing the value of the papyrus evidence, I do not
intend to dwell at undue length on the philological problems of Ion I.1-3. But, in an answer to Luppe,
nor can they be ignored.
The difficulty of §ktr¤bvn (‘eigentlich aufreiben’, Luppe) had not passed unnoticed before the new
discovery increased the possibility that another locution occupied the available space. Emendation of
this word had hitherto been largely incidental to the emendation of the final ye«n of l. 210 – Luppe’s
third objection – and arose not least from the perceived oddity of Hermes referring to his grandmother
as just ye«n m¤a. (Thus Murray, combining contributions by Elmsley and Dindorf as follows: ÖAtlaw ı
n≈toiw xalk°oisin (transp. Elmsley) oÈranoË | Ùx«n palaiÚn o‰kon Ñ E s p e r ¤ d v n y e « n | miçw ktl.
yeoË | èl¤aw was suggested by Shilleto. Dindorf and Kuiper also suggested §k tri«n miçw | ye«n which
is ingenious.) However §ktr¤bvn does require interpretation, and I offer it as follows. The verb is aptly
suited to describing the wear and tear that might be inflicted upon a garment in constant use – thus Plut.
Qu. conv. 680A t«n Ípodhmãtvn tå tribÒmena, Dioscorides II 151 (p. 217 Wellmann) krÒmuon ... ı
d¢ xulÚw ... prÚw §ktr¤mmata Ípodhmãtvn xrÆsimow and the most notable cognate is the noun tr¤bvn,
the mot-juste for a worn-out cloak (E. fr. 282 12, Ar. Ach. 184 etc.), especially as affected by
philosophers. Now if the heavens could be regarded in metaphor as a kind of mantle, which is

8 Cron. Erc. XIII (1983), 45 f.
9 Dindorf (and Ge. Schmid) had earlier invoked Ùx«n as part of a quite different reconstruction directed to different

ends; for the former see below.
10 An exception being Wakefield’s §nere¤dvn, doubtless with PV l. c. in mind.
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constantly worn by Atlas about his shoulders, our phrase becomes readily explicable. That it might be is
certainly suggested by Hes. Theog. 126 f.
Ga›a d° toi pr«ton m¢n §ge¤nato ‰son •vutª
OÈranÚn ésterÒenyÉ, ·na min per‹ pãnta kalÊptoi .11
Popular thought conceived it as resembling a pnigeÊw (Ar. Nu. 96) or fire-damper; moreover the stars
may be considered as a form of bejewelment (‘caelum stellis ardentibus aptum’ Verg. Aen. Xl 202)12. A
mantle would most properly be cast about the shoulders and it is upon his shoulders, neck or upper arms
that Atlas is most generally conceived to bear the heavens (as here, A. PV 347 f., 427 f., TrGF 655, 7
Snell-Kannicht, Apollodorus I 2 3, Ovid fast. V 180, met. II 296 f., VI 175, Verg. Aen. VIII 137 etc.).
Hence at Il. XV 307 f. the sinister cloud of darkness hovering about Apollo’s upper person is identified
as if it were a garment (prÒsyen d¢ k¤É aÈtoË Fo›bow ÉApÒllvn | eﬂm°now moiin nef°lhn). Darkness
can also be ‘worn’ at, for example, Il. XIV 282 and S. OC 1701; why not then the sky? The purport of
the prefix §k- might be merely that of emphasis, though Hermann could well be right to comment ‘sic
est dictum, ut in aeternum significetur’.
For the perfectly comprehensible use of fÊv which constitutes Luppe’s second objection one may
adduce Med. 804 f. (t∞w neozÊgou | nÊmfhw tekn≈sei pa›da where the expressed pa›da is the only
element wherein it differs from the present instance 13.)
Luppe’s third objection represents only a minor aspect of the true problems in l. 2-3. Firstly, there is
the curiously studied ambiguity about the identity of Atlas’ wife (‘one of the goddesses’); secondly,
there is the appearance of ye«n at beginning and end of the same line.
Only if we assume that Euripides is a truly pedantic genealogist is it helpful to recall that there was
indeed disunity in the tradition concerning the identity of his spouse (the testimony is equal for either of
the Oceanids Pleione or Aethra, and two late sources add Calypso and Hesperis), and to argue that he
was signifying a scholar’s caution by his mode of expression. The second point might be dismissed as
another example of the alleged insensitiveness of Greek dramatists to the use of the same word in close
proximity, alien to our taste. John Jackson14 has done much to warn us of this, but it is possible to show
even from the lists of instances he offers that in cases where the words in question are positioned as
here, we should speak not of an unconscious, but of a significant, iteration. The hearer is invited to
contemplate the juxtaposition, which is designed for verbal point 15. (Wilamowitz’ contention that there
was a significant phonetic distinction to be detected in the final ye(a)vn is unprovable.)
11 A variant §°rgoi exists in some MSS of Cornutus 17 and West ad loc. points out that the hemistich ·na min per‹

pçsan §°rgoi, quoted in schol. T ad Il. XII 5, probably refers to the same tradition.
12 Other examples in O. Skutsch, The Annals of Quintus Ennius (1984), fr. 145 ad loc.
13 A similar point seems to have worried Kirchhoff, who felt emboldened to write ye«n krada¤nvn o‰kon §k
Peleiãdvn.
14 Marginalia Scaenica (Oxford 1955), addendum A, p. 220 f.
15 There are two distinct mannerisms in question: (a) the ‘logical’ repetition of a word to underline its importance to the
argument (b) the repetition to call attention to the juxtaposition per se. (a): E. El. 1016 f. µn m¢n éj¤vw mise›n ¶x˙ | stuge›n
d¤kaion: eﬁ d¢ mÆ, t¤ de› stuge›n; Ion 1551 f. mØ tå daimÒnvn | ır«men, eﬁ mØ kairÒw §syÉ ≤mçw ırçn, IA 1251 f. ma¤netai
dÉ ˘w eÎxetai | yane›n: kak«w z∞n kre›sson µ kal«w yane›n, Ar. Thesm. 794 ¶ndoyen ≤Êrete froËdon tÚ kakÚn ka‹ mØ
katelambãnetÉ ¶ndon. (b) El. 1004 f. doÊlh går §kbeblhm°nh | dÒmvn patr–vn dustuxe›w oﬁk« dÒmouw. The point is the
contrast between the two very different dÒmoi that Electra has occupied, as she casts back in Clytaemestra’s face her
smikrÚn g°raw, kalÚn d¢ k°kthmai dÒmoiw (1003). Pho. 1637 f. ka‹ paryeneÊou tØn ﬁoËsan ≤m°ran | m°nousÉ, §n √ se
l°ktron A·monow m°nei. A play on words; Antigone awaits the day and the day awaits her. Ion 950 ı pa›w d¢ poË Éstin, ·na
sÁ mhk°tÉ ¬w êpaiw. No parallels will be needed for the juxtaposition of a word with its prefixed negation for rhetorical
effect. Hec. 501 f. ¶a: t¤w otow s«ma toÈmÚn oÈk §ò | ke›syai. An etymological play on words. Hel. 775 f. is corrupt,
though our point is unaffected: ~ §niaÊsion ~ prÚw to›sin §n Tro¤& d°ka | ¶tesi di∞lyon •ptå peridromåw §t«n (§n naus‹n
Ãn Palmer). The repetition adds weary tone to the enumeration of the years. Ba. 647 has the repetition at the end of parallel
clauses, but is an example of the same phenomenon – st∞son pÒdÉ, Ùrgª dÉ ÍpÒyew ¥suxon pÒda. As Dodds notes, the first
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There is none here, unless we wish to attribute to Euripides the frigidity of making poetic capital
from the fact that Atlas both carried the home of the gods and married one of its inmates. It seems more
than likely that the scribe has mistakenly re-copied the first word of the line and obliterated the last
iambus in so doing – in which case I would address both problems with e. g. miçw | Numf«n. Cf. E.
Rhes. 393 pa› t∞w melƒdoË mht°row Mous«n miçw, Hel. 6 ˘w t«n katÉ o‰dma pary°nvn m¤an game›.
There is moreover a serious objection of sense to Luppe’s tr¤bvnÉ ¶fuse Ma›an. He admits that the
adjective is almost always found with an accompanying genitive (or accusative of respect), as one
would expect with a word meaning ‘experienced (in)’, and the example of E. El. 1127 (tr¤bvn går oÈk
e‡mÉ, êtokow oÔsÉ §n t“ pãrow) is not an exception, as the second adjective gives the sense and the
context gives the meaning. But what does it contribute to the sense here? ‘Kundig’ is Luppe’s
translation, which he explains thus: ‘[Es] wäre jedenfalls eine passende Eigenschaft für die Mutter des
Hermes!’. This is specious argumentation, and there is an equally serious point of word order. Placed as
Luppe does, the adjective must be predicative - that is to say that the unwarranted acquisition of
‘shrewdness’ here bestowed upon Maia will be placed in a direct relation to the fact of her being born
(¶fuse) from Atlas and his wife.
In a word, Luppe’s radical rearrangement of l. 1-3 of Ion does not accord with the conventional
ways whereby texts become corrupt.
Let us return to the theme with which we began; do we learn anything of the text of l. 1 from the
Herculaneum papyrus?
I have already given a typical example of the use Philodemus makes of the poet’s original words,
and there are many others. It is also very likely that the Stoic source whose use of them he is
reprehending cited them in a no less tachygraphic manner16.
There remains a most importart point. What, according to Luppe, is a verbatim quotation here, is
introduced by pepo¤hke(n). Poie›n, however, in the sense in which Philodemus uses it in this discourse,
is not a suitable verb to introduce a syntactically incomplete quotation, and, indeed, unlike l°gei or
fhs¤, is not appropriate to a literal citation at all, except incidentally, as it best approximates to the
English ‘depict (as)’, in this respect falling into the same category as Philodemus’ other synonyms for
this (eﬁsÆgage, Ípot¤yentai, pareisÆxasin, paraded≈kasin, t¤yhsin etc.). Some examples:
tÚn d¢ ÖAdv[nin oﬂ | ple›stoi teleu[t«n-|ta poioËsin (247 3 14 f.)
toËton pares[t«ta | ta t“ Di‹ p[oioËsi | p°lekun ¶xon[ta (433 4 12 f.)
ka‹ tÚn | ÜHlion [ka‹ êllouw | tinaw [yeoÁw polu-|mÒxy[ouw pepoiÆ-|kasi (1088 2 b 4 f.)
diÒti ka‹ ên[draw eﬁw | yhle¤aw yra[sunom°no-|uw §po[¤oun (243 5 2 f.)
éllå [d]Ø ka‹ | nosoËntaw pepoi-|Æ]kasi t[Ú]n ÑHrakl°-|a] ka‹ tØn [Lht]≈ (1088 1 14 f.)
dal°É eÈr≈]eenta poi[e› | tã pe¤rata] t ã t e s t u |gg°ousi yeo¤ ]
ÑHs¤od]ow d¢ kata-|kolouy]Æsaw zmer-|d
per | (248 7 14 f.)
This is a good example of the use of poie›n with fragments of the original words, as I believe we
have with in the case of the citation of the first line of Ion. No-one would search for new evidence for an
earlier text of Theog. 738 f. from this; not only has Philodemus written zmerdal°a for the MSS érgal°a in 739 through confusion with Il. XX 65, but the restoration tå pe¤rata from 738, necessary in l.
17, here follows rather than precedes the adjective to which it refers. Similarly Theog. 567= OD 52 in
[éllå ka‹ | deÊtero]n ÍpÉ [aÈtoË di-|hpat∞s]yai [katakrÊ-|cantow] mã[la sof«w | § n k o ¤ l ƒ
nãryhki | p]oioËsi | | (1609 3 16 f.)
pÒda is literal, the second metaphorical (bãsin has been mistakenly suggested by Blomfield for the second instance). Cf.
also D. Fehling, Die Wiederholungsfiguren und ihr Gebrauch bei den Griechen vor Gorgias (Berlin 1969), 186 f.
1 6 The per‹ ye«n of Apollodorus of Athens is one possibility (so A. Henrichs, ‘Philodems De Pietate als
mythographische Quelle’, Cron.Erc. V (1975) 5 f.). Another (and earlier) possibility is Diogenes of Babylon’s per‹ t∞w
ÉAyhnçw which we know from Philodemus to have been the object of polemic from his own master, Zeno of Sidon, and
whom he cites himself (P.Herc. 1428 6 16-7, 12). See D. Obbink op. cit. (n. 3) pp. 201, 203 n. 53. Neither are a promising
source for literal quotation.
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Of course poie›n can introduce a quotation, but when it does so it means not ‘depict (as)’ but
‘compose the line ...’, a quite different idiom. Luppe quotes from Aristotle to show this, and I follow
with two other quotations from the same author to demonstrate the distinction:
sun°bh d¢ ka‹ Lusãndrƒ t“ Lãkvni prÚ t∞w teleut∞w gen°syai tå ßlkh taËta. ¶ti d¢ tå per‹
A‡anta ka‹ BellerofÒnthn, œn ı m¢n §kstatikÚw §g°neto pantel«w, ˆ d¢ tåw §rhm¤aw §d¤vken. diÚ
ka‹ oÏtvw §po¤hsen ÜOmhrow (Pr. 953 a 23;there follows Il. VI 200-2 verbatim)
oÂow går otow meyÊvn nËn §st¤n, êllow tiw toioËtow fÊsei §st¤n, ı m¢n lãlow, ı d¢ kekinhm°now, ı
d¢ ér¤dakruw: poie› gãr tinaw ka‹ toioÊtouw, diÚ ka‹ ÜOmhrow §po¤hse k a ¤ m ° f h s i d ã k r u p l ≈ e i n
bebarhm°non o‡nƒ (Pr. 953 b 11, quoting (incorrectly) Od. XIX 122)
This is no different in principle from an example such as Ar. Thesm. 193: (ÉAgãyvn) §po¤hsãw pote
x
a
¤
reiw ır«n f«w pat°ra dÉ oÈ xa¤rein doke›w; The exact words of the poet are adduced as evidence,
|
not indeed to focus attention on the precise wording, but to present evidence in a different way and with
a different emphasis. The distinction is common to English and Greek and needs no further illustration.
The conclusion to this paper is therefore disappointingly negative, if, I hope, a truer account of what
we may hope to learn from P.Herc. 1088 2 of Ion l. 1. Luppe has performed the undoubted service of
reminding us of what is in the papyrus, in particular the vital omicron of l. 23. I would therefore favour
a restoration which allows for one missing letter at the end of that line, for which room seems to exist
(see the disegno)17.
ka‹] EÈrip¤dhw |
alk°oi` s [iin |
aÈtÚn x ]a
È-|
¶xonta] n≈toiw o[È
ranÚn §n] ÖIvni pepo¤-|
hken
]
It seems that Porson’s Law is not to be the beneficiary from Philodemus’ evidence. It also seems quite
probable that the text of Euripides from which he was citing – albeit at some distance (see n. 16) – had
the words in that order. Otherwise it is something of a coincidence that L has them similarly disposed.
Here one may object that Philodemus, if indeed he is identical with the poet known from Cicero and
from the Greek Anthology, is unlikely to have tolerated a metrical error of this nature – to which one
must answer that his purpose here is quite incompatible with literary finesse (see P.Herc. 86 B, quoted
above), still less with emending other poets’ work. It is nonetheless still possible that he was not
consciously quoting the original words in the first place.
What of the text itself? The paradosis has not wanted sympathetic interpreters in the past, from
Hermann who detected a metrical ‘joke’ – Atlas’ task is heavy and the line too is ‘heavy’18 - to Horna19
who found a direct allusion to the verse of satyr-play, programmatic of the nature of the play. More
scientifically, Paul Maas (approved by Wilamowitz) suggested that what Euripides wrote was n≈toisÉ
and that the Attic ear could detect the elision. Parallels for this ‘exception’ to the Law have been alleged
at S. Aj. 1101, Phil. 22, Hcld. 529; Cycl. 304 is an example from satyr play. (I am not here concerned to
discuss examples of elided dissylables, which may constitute a separate class, e. g. OT 219 toË lÒgou
toËdÉ §jer«, Phil. 1277, OC 505, Ant. 910 etc., or examples where ên, following its verb, constitutes
the first syllable of the final cretic.) In the Hcld. example

17 It is less probable that we should assume more space at the end of l. 23 and restore e. g. o[È
Èra-|nnÚn §n t“] ÖIvni.
18 That is to say, ‘hunc graviorem et quasi ponderosiorem numerum bene convenire moli, quae hic describitur’.
Observations upon ‘iusta recitatio’ follow, ‘ad quam rem et criticum et quicumque vim numerorum sentire vult attendere
oportet, nec scandere versus, ut faciunt pueri’.
19 ‘Metrische Bemerkungen zum Prolog des Ions’, WS L (1932), 175 f.
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≤ge›syÉ ˜pou de› s«ma katyane›n tÒde
ka‹ stemmatoËte ka‹ katãrxesyÉ eﬁ doke›
Diggle obelizes the last three words and Elmsley (‘dubitanter’) contributed katãrxetÉ. The note of
hesitance is apt, as only the middle will bear the religious sense here intended (Andr. 1198 f. yanÒnta
despÒtan gÒoiw katãrjv is at most an allusion to this special meaning; at Pho. 573 there is disunity in
the tradition). However eﬁ doke› is pointless and indeed detrimental; why this apparent trivialisation of
ritual in the deeply solemn devotio speech of Macaria? (‘And do go on to add stemmata and make a
preliminary sacrifice, if you want to’). This is the reason why H. D. Broadhead’s ka‹ stemmatoËsyai
ka‹ katãrxesyai doke›20 recommends itself, and probably his d Ø for de› in 528 is a further
improvement.
Of the Sophoclean examples, Aj. 1101 is also inherently suspicious and easily emended (∑gen
Porson); of Phil. 22 the first condition is true, the second less so.
ë moi prosely∆n s›ga sÆmainÉ e‡tÉ ¶xei
x«ron tÚn aÈtÚn tÒndÉ ¶tÉ e‡tÉ êll˙ kure›,
…w tép¤loipa t«n lÒgvn sÁ m¢n klÊ˙w,
§g∆ d¢ frãzv, koinå dÉ §j émfo›n ‡˙.
Jebb and Hermann find that the pauses in the sense justify the licence, which is most dubious. The
emendations shma¤nein (Porson) and shmaine›w (Nauck) give a strange construction which requires
e‡te to be understood from 23. R. D. Dawe21 was the first to challenge the sense, pointing out that
gesticulation is irrelevant to the inquiry upon which Neoptolemus is engaged and otiose with the final
clause. This consideration prompts him to conjecture mãnyanÉ, arguing that a scribe may have been
puzzled by a (mistaken) conjunction of s›ga with the main verb, and that parts of shma¤nein were
congenial to him from its frequent appearance in scholia. This attributes too much to scribal intellect;
say rather that the verb is an intrusion from 37 where it appears at exactly the same point in the line.
I am not sympathetic to any of these supposed licences, and prefer to follow J. Diggle’s scepticism22.
And that would appear to leave us with Elmsley’s simple transposition
ÖAtlaw ı n≈toiw xalk°oisin oÈranÒn.
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20 Tragica (Christchurch 1968), 142 f. katãrxesyai is not passive, however.
21 Studies on the Text of Sophocles III (Brill 1978), 121 f.
22 CR XXXIV (1984), 67 = Euripidea: Collected Essays (Oxford 1994), 314, commenting on M. L. West, Greek Metre
(Oxford 1982), 84-5. For recent, mostly favourable, discussions cf. J. Decroix, Le trimètre iambique (Macon 1931), 318 f., F.
X. Bill, Beiträge zur Lex Porsoniana (Emsdetten 1932), p. 3 f. (almost all examples involving ê n – see above), D.
Korzeniewski, Griechische Metrik (Darmstadt 1968), 50, P. Maas, Greek Metre (Oxford 1968, tr. H. Lloyd-Jones), § 139,
Seth L. Schein, The Iambic Trimeter in Sophocles and Aeschylus ( Brill 1979), 40.
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